
We estimate that 50% of all owners of robotic lawn mowers have at least one area 
that needs to be selected or deselected occasionally.
 
Are you tired of your robotic lawnmower ’eating’ and getting stuck in your fallen fruits? 
Or driving too close to the play area when the kids are playing in the sandbox? 
Then we have the solution.

Robot ReDirect can be used in all situations where you periodically want to opt out of mowing 
in an area of the lawn.
 
How does it work?
Robot ReDirect is screwed into the lawn near the edge wire. The unit connects to the edge 
wire and forms two routes that you can choose from by rotating the top of the Robot 
ReDirect. Your Robot ReDirect can be connected in different ways, depending on whether you 
want to create an island in the middle of the lawn with wild-will, crocus or the like, or whether 
you have a common area in the garden where the fruit trees or the sandbox are.  
For each Robot ReDirect you mount, you get a Y-node, where you can choose between two 
routes/areas. 

Does Robot ReDirect work on all robotic lawnmowers?
Yes all robotic lawnmowers with edging use basically the same technology.  
Robot ReDirect has been tested on all the common brands on the market * including 
Husqvarna, Stiga, Stihl, Worx (Landroid), Robomow, Cub Cadet, AL-KO, e.g.

* Bosch Indego models may require mapping of an additional lawn area when
 changing your mowing area with Robot ReDirect. Go to the Bosch Indego support page and read how.
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When connecting a Robot ReDirect you will need:
• Cable in the appropriate length for the new area you want to create.
• Mounting pegs for the boundary cable, if not buried.
• Waterproof connectors - We recommend the heat shrink connectors in combination with 

the heat shrink tube, for the connections to the boundary cable. 
• A wirestripper (5 in 1) for the cutting of the cable, stripping of the plastic on the wire, 

or crimping when needed. 

Safety
There are no safety hazards related to connecting or using Robot ReDirect as intended. 
The cable carries electrical signals at low voltage - below 50V, and does therefore not cause 
harm to either humans or animals. 

Is Robot ReDirect waterproof?
Yes, the device is IP67 and the electronics are embedded in plastic. It works even if it is 
immersed in a bucket of water.

Can Robot ReDirect withstand frost?
Yes, it has been tested down to -18 degrees frost.

Is Robot ReDirect a new invention?
Yes, it’s a brand new invention. Yes, it’s a Danish invention - made under an apple tree in 
2018.
 
How do I mount a Robot ReDirect?
Screw it down into the grass just above the existing edge wire connect the wires and you are 
done. 
 
How many Robot ReDirect should be used per area?
You need 1 pc. Robot ReDirect per section you want to be able to select and deselect. 

How many Robot ReDirects can be mounted per robotic lawnmower?
Approximately 5 pcs. and probably also more, but we do not have experience with more than 
5 in the same system.
 
Can Robot ReDirect damage my robotic lawnmower?
No, it cannot. If a Robot ReDirect is connected incorrectly, in the worst case you may find 
that the robotic lawnmower does not mow the lawn properly. The robotic lawnmower will 
again run optimally when the fault is rectified. It is of course important to screw your Robot 
ReDirect so far down into the lawn that the mower does not come into contact with the top of 
your Robot ReDirect. 

If you have bought your Robot ReDirect from one of our dealers, he or she can advise and 
possibly help with the installation.

How long is the warranty on a Robot ReDirect?
There is a 3-year guarantee.


